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FOREWORD

Divine Romance & Perfect Partnership is a thrilling
volume of the Global Divine Consciousness series of works by
Master Teacher, Leader, Speaker and Author, extraordinaire ~
The Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff. Students and readers all
over the world have experienced instant illumination and great
demonstrations through the awesome Truths of Infinite Majesty
revealed in this book

In this stunning book on the incomparable powers and joys
of Divine Romance & Perfect Partnership, Dr. Linda offers
enlightening keys on how to prepare for, recognize and attract your
perfect eternal mate ~ and how to sustain your relationship forever.

Whether individual or couple, learn not only how to
constantly renew all your relationships spanning the wide
circumference of your life, but to lift all in your world to the highest
level, and experience greater fulfillment, bliss and attainment than
ever before.
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Ultimate Laws of Attraction, Affinity and the All Powers of
Unconditional Love are revealed, for ~ there is no doubt that the
greatest mantra for Divine Relationship exists in the Timeless and
Immortal words ~

Where there are two or more gathered in my name, there I
am!”

Discover the Sublime Qualities that Exist & Flow between
Partners, whose Relationships are Exalted, Harmonized and
Perfected in Divine Purpose and Love. Learn how to make these
treasured values your very own.

Reverend Linda speaks about the New Dynamics and
Heavenly

Possibilities

now

surfacing

for

us

in

all

our

relationships, spanning all areas of life... As we release old, wornout forms and move into a Spiritualization of Relationships of All
Kinds ~ With Particular Emphasis on Soul-Mates and the current
Exquisite Cosmic Potential of Right Now Fulfillment in Your Life !

Reverend Linda Offers Enlightening Keys on: "What we
Need Now to be Looking for ... How to Prepare For, Attract and
Recognize Your Beloved who is Right and True for You ... How
to Facilitate and Accelerate Your Divine Partner’s Arrival. .. And
How to Sustain Your Relationship Forever in Love's Eternal
Flame of Beauty, Bounty & Grace!!!
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What is your Purpose Together,,,
What is there for Each of You to Do?
*
To realize God’s Greatest Plan
Of Richest Love ~
Fully Expressed In, Through and as the Two of You?!
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DEDICATION

DIVINE ROMANCE

is dedicated to all who desire to live in the Immortal
Consciousness of Divine Love all the time…and to make this
unparalleled virtue a permanent part of their being from now
unto eternity…blessing every relationship near and far…those
existing now and those yet to come,
throughout every mansion of existence!
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{PART I}

“DEVELOPING DIVINE AND
IMMORTAL LOVE
WITHIN!

“AN OVERVIEW”

REVEREND DR. LINDA DE COFF

CHAPTER I
*
“DEVELOPING DIVINE & IMMORTAL
LOVE WITHIN ~ AN OVERVIEW!”
{INTRODUCTION}

P

art I ~ of “Divine Romance and Perfect Partnership”

reveals the transcendent characteristics, defining Love at its
universal and perfected state. Here the reader discovers

how Divine Love itself is the force of creation, and the very nature
of the Universe, upon which all Cosmic Law and Principle is
based…and how alignment with this Highest Principle in every
department of life, is the essential step for manifesting his or her
eternal partner of bliss.

The great difference between mortal and Immortal Love is
discussed, and the reader is encouraged to think Immortally in all his
or her ways, that Love may indeed become a part of the eternal soul
within, empowering throughout the ages and every mansion of
1
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existence, and for magnificent Love to be ever and always present
throughout all relationships.

A meditation is given to realize the powers of Love to bring
forth any new good. Only Love can bring forth new life!

Part I closes with an empowering meditation for uniting Soul
Purpose with Love, and discovering the next step of Love’s Infinite
qualities to incorporate.

~
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AS I BECOME MORE AND MORE
THE LOVE OF THE DIVINE,
UNIFIED WITH ALL THAT EXISTS
~ THE KINGDOM OF BLISS
OPENS UNTO ME!
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and all lives…and catalysts to a great shift upwards around the earth.

So now, let us enter the Temple of Divine Love, which is
already within each and every one of us.
~
Our topic is one of the most sublime subjects, Divine
Romance and Perfect Partnership.

You know, from God’s point of view, the entire universe is
constantly engaged in a cosmic romance. From the tiniest atom to the
most consciously evolved beings, Love is continuously enacted and
exalted.

Let us consider the following thought:

If we really knew, that Love is all there is, and is the totality
of what we are, now ~ that this Love is truly all that exists; and that
all of life is for the purpose of establishing the quintessential majesty
of this Love that we are, then we would never have to die to find it
out.

What is the Divine mystery and quintessence of God ~
called Love?

Love!

Everywhere we look, Love is manifesting its sublime life9
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giving virtues and powers. Love is the condition of supreme ecstasy,
sought after by mystics in the sacred pursuit of perfect union with the
Universe, God and All. Love is the bliss ~ yearned for by every
living Soul. Soul mates seek their significant other, throughout the
many mansions of the Universe. Parents stretch across time and
space of generations, and extend Love’s limitless empathy and
compassion to bridge the gap and understand their children…friends
esteem and hold the Light of appreciation on one another ~ helping,
communing, sharing, supporting and developing a fortress of Divine
friendship of enduring qualities. Artists are swept up in the glory and
the fervor of Divine Creation.

Nations seek to harmonize with

nations. From macrocosm to microcosm, Love is going on. Love is
the eternal buzzword ~ the constant hum of beingness, resounding
throughout the Universe.

How to love? How to find it? How to be it? How to give
it?

Love is the very essence of our Being ~ that unconditional
and sublime stuff out of which we are made; and which, we are
always seeking to bring out and experience more of. Love is life,
and the moving spark of every creative impulse, bringing forth
children, creative ideas, and all bliss out of the fountain of its very
own being.

Why is Love and its awesome graces so heralded ~ so
primary, so present?
10
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If not, that it be ~ that Love is in fact, all that we are. Love
includes the totality of our Divine Natures, and makes all things
possible. Love is the nature of the Universe; and there is nothing is
made that is not ~ Love. Ah, yes, Love is life ~ knowing no limits or
confines to its great healing, harmonizing and producing powers.
Yes, Love is life, that life which we are.

Jesus said:

“To the Soul, who has loved much, much is forgiven.”

Yet, our God of Love ~ progenitor of the entire Universe of
Limitless Life and Light, cannot hear the prayer of the one, who fails
to love. For selfish reasons alone, we cannot afford to find fault, to
hate or even to hold in mind anything against any living Soul ~
indeed, not even against ourselves.

Let us celebrate our Divine Essence and Love, above all
things. Even so, let us commit each day to Love and recognize the
Immortal power of Love as us, in all, as never before.

Let us

embrace this quintessential virtue, as the Absolute Law of our Life ~
the singular Aum vibration of our souls ~ proclaiming Love to be the
feeling basis, upon which we found all our feelings, and in which we
ground our Heart’s Force.

11
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Let us choose to be Love ~ to express love and its sacred
qualities in all that we do, say and be ~ and to receive of its graces,
as it flows to us by means of others and all around…from the heights
and depths of all existence, as we share the mighty quintessence with
all in our world.

Let us not restrict this boundless essence to any person, place
nor thing, for it is not Love’s nature to be confined. Yet, we now
expand this Holy Essence, of which we are, blanketing the earth in
perfection…from our intimate and closest and most familiar loved
ones ~ expanding outward and upward in an eternal ever-widening
embrace of every living thing. For all of being is God’s Love in
action and manifestation ~ the very pulse and heart-beat of the
Universe, breathing in and out of its mighty elixir. There is not a
spot, where God is not vibrating at the majestic and all-consuming
level of Love. Let us look beyond secret wars and conflict, greed
and ambition, beyond all separative notions and concerns; and see
that in and through all is God’s Love.

Love is happening and unfolding and shall find its perfect
place of resolution in all. It is inevitable by the very Laws of our
nature.

And this is life by God’s law of affinity and attraction,
multiplying upon itself and increasing its good everywhere it goes.
12
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Only Love is Life, and only Love can produce life, right out
of itself…and all the self-existent Universal Principles that exist
operate at their greatest level, when operated in the Highest
Consciousness of Love.

Love is the Fulfillment of all Highest Law, and we know
that thought creates our world. And when our thought and our
activity, and our understanding is in alignment with the Way of the
Universe, the Way of God, the Way of Perfection, the Way of
Highest Love, our life ascends immeasurably ~ right here on this
good earth.

Realize that all the hidden principles that we need to
incorporate and establish in our life, are based on affinity, attraction,
and everything that is Love. Even if you look at it from the purely
scientific point of view ~ from the tiniest and most minute molecular
level, you will see these Laws in action, and governing all.

Certain molecules get together with other molecules,
compelled by this Law of Attraction, everywhere present. Human
beings operate on a Law of Attraction, and through whatever the
totality of consciousness and beliefs are…individuals and groups are
attracted to one another.

These Divine Laws of Attraction are

present everywhere, undergirding all of life.

There are no accidents. This is not a haphazard universe. This
universe operates on Principle, Infinite Principle and Law. And, by
13
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this Law of Affinity and Attraction… molecules, people and
whatever, merge together and produce something, out of themselves.

And this something, arising out of their connection, should
be the epitome of Divine Love.

This Love, hidden in these Laws, multiplies upon itself, in its
own inherent nature and by its own Higher and life-giving
imperative… and increases its good, wherever it goes. And the
fulfillment of Love, at the many different planes and levels of
existence, is inexpressible joy to the entire Universe of Being.

So Love is really what it’s all about.

And, the consummation of this sublime life power, power to
give life, to birth forth worlds, this Love found in two Immortal soulpartners, twin flames of God, manifest and breathed out of the breath
of God from the beginning… is one of the Highest manifestations of
Love’s living, resurrecting power… the ultimate phase of unification,
preceding absolute cosmic union with the All in the All.

And so remember that in the beginning, God breathed us out
~ male and female ~ perfect. And we were meant to live by the Law
of Attraction and Love. And we came into this plane, each one of us,
on our separate paths to go on the journey of Highest Love and to
project Love in all our ways, thus developing the Eternal and
Immortal Body of Love within.
14
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CHAPTER II
*
“THE PREPARATION ~ FROM THE
MORTAL TO THE DIVINE!”
{INTRODUCTION}

P

art II ~ “The Preparation” of “Divine Romance and
Perfect Partnership” offers ways and means to elevate
consciousness to Fifth Level Awareness, in order to

perform alignment with the Highest levels and possibilities of

Divine Demonstrations ~ opening the door and preparing the way
for greater partnerships on every level than ever before…making
the way for exalted relationships to manifest.
.
Part II ~ “The Preparation” opens by revealing the Divine
Powers of “Two or More in My Name”, further defining the
characteristics of those who have achieved Divine Love, as a
foundation for all relationships from the nearest to the most far.
The vital importance of visibility to one another is discussed. Very
immediate methods of transforming all lower feelings to Highest
States of bliss and expectancy are given, along with ways to release
42
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devastating and chronic patterns in one fell swoop… that new
Divine Patterns can emerge to prosper the reader instantly and
infinitely in all matters of Love.

The reader discovers the Infinite fountain of Love within his
or her self, and now can apply this life giving substance to create
that Divine Romance he or she may have longed for all life long,
harmonizing with all the Universe, becoming a mighty magnet for
Perfection of Partnership to appear.

Part II is rich in meditations, stories of transcendent
accomplishment, and elevating exercises, helping the reader to
understand and instantly apply the eternal Laws of Love that govern
our Universe of Perfection, rich in perfect ways and means to
supply all that is ever needed or desired.

A profound healing and far-reaching meditation is given for
totally cleaning the past from all of memory, mind and
being…rising into embracing the wondrous future of exalted Divine
Relationships now…Making a place for Divine Grace to appear!

~
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“As I Am About My Father’s Business, Doing All I Can To Be A
Right Place For Miracles To Appear, My Divine Father In
Heaven Is Taking Care Of All That Concerns Me!”

“Wherever two or more are gathered in my Name, there I Am!”
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CHAPTER III
*
“MANIFESTING YOUR DIVINE &
IMMORTAL PARTNER”
{INTRODUCTION}

P

art III ~ “Manifesting Your Divine and Immortal
Partner” of “Divine Romance and Perfect Partnerships”
takes the reader to the summit level ~ where now he or

she is ready to bring forth Divine Partnership in his or life.

A summary of all qualities necessary to attract such sublime
relationship is given, that the reader may always know how to move
forward to create whatever he or she desires in Divine Perfection, in
perfect Divine Order, and always according to Highest Divine Laws
of Love.

Part III closes with a soaring meditation, where the reader
meets within his or her perfect partner, who is the embodiment of
168
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every risen Divine quality he or she could ever want, and where both
are now free to meet on the material plane of existence, in perfect
right circumstances and time.

Highest Ways of maintaining and sustaining relationships
forever are given…that the two may ever increase in Divine Power,
strength, all healing and manifesting capacity, and in Perfect Love.

~
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“AS I CENTER IN THE LIMITLESS
TRUTH OF I AM THAT I AM ~
NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE TO ME!”

I HAVE KNOWN AND LOVED YOU FROM
THE BEGINNING OF TIME, AND YOU
HAVE KNOWN AND LOVED ME!
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CHAPTER III

PART III
“MANIFESTING YOUR DIVINE AND
IMMORTAL PARTNER”

L

et us review your Highest Spiritual Tools for manifesting

the perfection of Divine Romance ~ so that you will
always know the radiant and perfect Way of certain

emancipation and attainment These are your eternal tools for walking
the Immortal path of Love and ascending into your Godhood, like
the mystical character Psyche, once again.

Now, you know, there is the myth of Psyche and Eros, or
Cupid. And Psyche’s parents, early on, were told that Psyche would
not have a mortal marriage, that she was destined to have an
Immortal marriage. And symbolically, Psyche was then dressed by
her parents in black and in mourning clothes, symbolizing the
leaving of all the past behind.
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And she was brought to the top of the mountain, which to me
symbolizes the renouncement or the phase of relinquishing the past,
relinquishing the phases of mortal love.

And the elders said to the parents: “Psyche,” which is all of
us, our inner subconscious mind, “Psyche is born of royal
parentage,” meaning Psyche comes from Heaven, as we all do.

As the Christ said,

“We are in this plane, but not of it. Our home is Heaven. We
are Spiritual Beings, who have come from Heaven into matter.”

Here, at the summit of the lofty peaks, Psyche was led
through all the phases of initiation. And the phase that I thought was
interesting took place at the top of the mountain, where she was then
brought to the castle where her lover would be, and she was advised
that she would not be able to see him.

Her Immortal marriage was to be with Eros, the embodiment
of perfection, the God of Divine Love.

And in the beginning, Psyche was taunted by her sisters, who
challenged this arrangement, “Well, you don’t really know what he
looks like. And maybe he’s not a God.” Maybe he’s this, maybe he’s
that. And Psyche got tempted by her sisters to break faith and to turn
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the light on and to see who he was. And Eros fled.

Now later on, she indeed got him back. But the message in
this is the importance of maintaining faith. And instead of trying to
condition Love and to say it’s got to be “this person,” it’s got to be
“this way,” “it’s got to be the way I see it;” say, “Thy way. Thy will
for the best be done.”

And we know the Will of God, which is the total essence of
Love, must be the Highest and Best beyond our greatest conception
for ourselves…with no thought of punishment, denial, nor any of
those kinds of hell ideas in our minds.

To be so strong in the midst and maintain that perfection of
Faith in the still moments, when it hath not appeared,when nor eye
has seen, nor ear heard… is to say that we indeed do rely upon
Perfect Love to manifest our most cherished dreams and aspirations.

Prior to any important manifestation is the time when we
need to maintain that faith and know the Divine Presence is with us,
at work on the unseen plane, and is bringing forth the perfection for
us, in due time, all that is good and true, and for our Highest Good
and Fulfillment.

And so it was that later, when Psyche had matured and
understood this Principle of maintaining Faith, Eros returned to her
life, and they decided to fulfill the promise, and make Psyche a
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God…and all the elders rejoiced in Psyche’s return.

Isn’t this what happens for us, when we return to claim our
Heavenly Estate of Divine Love within. Psyche raised her
consciousness to a more Godly state by reaching out to incorporate
Higher paradigms through her being, and at a certain point, that was
accomplished. And, at that very moment, her Godhood, her state of
Divinity, was restored to her.

And thus, Psyche had a full marriage in the Royal and blessed
state of Godhood with Eros, the God of Love. So I think we are all
very much like Psyche, as we heal our subconscious minds in Faith
and Love and climb that mountain of existence, and then we do
attain the perfection of Love, and get to enjoy all of Love’s Kingdom
of Grace and immeasurable bliss once again. Every step leads us
Higher. Every step prospers us more.

So in summarizing our tools, first remember ~ Forgiveness.
This step is so very important, and an absolute requirement in Divine
Law. It says in the Bible, “We must forgive.” And Jesus knew the
Law. He knew so profoundly the importance of this step. And, before
he would perform a healing, he would always assure the individual,
“Thy sins are forgiven thee,” not because he was vain and thought he
was God, but via the Father within

He knew the spirit of man had to experience forgiveness to
experience good. So we say to our errors: “You are nothing” “Only
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commitment to the new Divine State of Being is something. Only
the new actions of any soul count.” We forgive ourselves our errors.
And we move on, abiding by the Law of Forgiveness, and thereby
cleansing our slates for new things to happen.

And realize, your freedom can happen in an instant. It does
not have to take a long time. Stuart Wilde has a great saying, in
response to the plaguing question that many have, while still in
victim consciousness.:

“When will this thing leave me?” And the answer is: “When
you let it go - when you let it go.”

Are you willing to let go of all that stuff in your past, known
and unknown, for your new good?

It is really so simple to just let go, and particularly with the
compelling force of consciousness now moving so strongly toward
all attainments of Love… we can let go of that past like it never
existed, like it never happened. And in fact, indeed, it never did.

Know you can let all the past difficulties go. You can be free
right now. You can accomplish total freedom through overviewing
and sweeping up all your past in the all-encompassing Light of Love
and forgiveness and letting it go. And it is easy to do.
Now you have risen and entered the Kingdom of Bliss........
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where all possibility lays before you, rich in all the Divine qualities
and attributes you have named.
Know that all kinds of wondrous manifestation shall be
yours, as you build the Divine and Immortal Body of Love
within…relationships

that

endure

forever,

and

profound

and transcendent gifts of your Divine Soul, always reflecting your
unity with the sublime and the Unlimited One. Love is so
Infinite, and need I say, “There is nothing that Love cannot do,
and there is nothing that the stellar force of Divine Love cannot
manifest”.

Thus, let it be that our commitment to be Love
has resurrected us and made us whole. We are radiant, and
when we open the door now in our consciousness to Immortal,
Romantic Love, just like Psyche, we are raised into our Godhood
once again and blessed by the Masters of all Love… Graced with
the return of all that was always ours.

We have made the way for Divine Grace to appear and
shower us with her blessings, and I know that each one has
accomplished the transcendence of whatever limiting pattern
has been in the way…and shall never return to the past.

In the Holy moment now, we ask for our Divine
and Immortal Love, knowing he or she shall appear at the perfect
time and place.
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Let us ascend from within together…Up the sacred Ladder of
Love.

And in these bodies, right on this plane, we shall erect our
new crystal consciousness by being servants of Divine Law and
Love. And we give thanks, morning, noon and night ~ for all the
wondrous new good that is ours.

The most powerful and magnetic thing you can ever do is
silently Give Thanks, morning, noon and night… that you do indeed
attain this most desired state.

We are the lovers in whom God is very well pleased.

Henceforth, we treat everyone in our stream with Love,
knowing we are building our Immortal Love body. We treasure all
and cherish all as a part of our Universal Family of God, and always
seek the good. We make the way for grace to appear in our lives with
ease.

And in closing, let us do this meditation now on the meeting
of you and your twin flame in time and space, in whom all aspects
are perfectly balanced.

The masculine/feminine being is now balanced in you,
therefore in this person. Wholeness is complete in you, therefore in
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this person. This is the one that you have always loved, and you are
free to love each other anew and right now.

MANIFESTING YOUR DIVINE AND IMMORTAL LOVE!

Let us go within to the High and Holy place of Love, as it was
established by God in the beginning - perfect and radiant.

Here in this magnificent place within, at the very center of all
of Life and Being, we ask our Master of Great Light for the vision,
each one, of our Divine and Immortal Love.

Now see the flame of your perfect partner being born out of
the top of your head.

As he or she rises out, see the perfect etheric pattern of him
or her shaping right there in front of you.

As he or she takes form ~ this beloved one who is so perfect
for you… you just stand there, silently, regarding and appreciating
each other ever so deeply.

As you contemplate the pattern of this person’s being, who
are they in essence? What is he or she like? What attracts you so
magnetically and irresistibly toward this person? What is it you love
so infinitely about this person?
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THE IMMORTAL PRINCIPLES & POWERS
OF DIVINE LOVE!

It has been said of her glowing works ~

“You cannot be the same on the other side of these reads!” ~
Michael Ben Zehabe, Author, Syndicated Columnist
“Just reading one chapter can lift your consciousness for an
entire day!” ~ Deborah Beauvais, Owner Dreamvisions7 Radio
Network via NBC Radio Boston
“I was captivated from page one!” ~ Barry Finlay, Award
winner author/Kilimanjaro & Beyond!
"An amazing addition to the World's greatest Spiritual and
Philosophical Books...Worth its weight in gold!" ~ Jeanne
Latter, Actress/ Screenwriter/Director

*

*Many persons upon reading this Divine work have
demonstrated WONDROUS RELATIONSHIPS, answering every
prayer ~ even after years of stagnation. Let it be so for you!!!
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